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WATERPROOF
The printed panels
are waterproof, unalterable and
durable. Unlike wood products,
they will not bend, crack or
delaminate.

EASY-FIX
Thanks to the tongue
and groove system you can fix
the boards quickly and easily
with glue onto the wall.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
The panels with
SMP technology can be used
anywhere in the home.

SHORT BOARDS
10 YEAR WARRANTY
Dumaplast offers a
warranty of 10 years, more than
other similar products on the
market.

The wall panels are
available in a width of 16.7 cm
and a length of 1.2 m. The
products can be installed as real
wooden boards using glue.

973 COTTAGE BEIGE

974 COTTAGE BLUE

975 COTTAGE BROWN

976 COTTAGE YELLOW

WATERPROOF WALL
CLADDING WITH HIGH
RESOLUTION PRINT !
Dumapan is our standard range
of waterproof plastic wall and
ceiling panels. SMP stands
for Synchronised Multicolour
Printing”, a new technology
allowing our high-tech printing
machine to print photographic
true images on our products with
a high resolution of 360 dpi. This
ensures that your wall is given a
realistic look and feel that is true
to nature.
1200 mm
977COTTAGE GREY

979 COTTAGE WHITE

167 mm

6 mm

2 m2

x 10
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